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MRD 114- Integrated Site-specific Science Value Map 

Data Product Overview  
One sentence executive description of product 

The Integrated Global Science Value Map (IGSVM) will rank the overall scientific value of 

candidate sampling locations from 5 to less than 2 cm resolution to help further down select the 

sampling site based on Science Value. 

Overview  
Following from Level 1.10* and MRD-140**, we create the following 4 sub- Science Value 

Maps, in order of importance to the mission:  

1) Site-specific Science Value Chemical Composition Map (SSSVCCM) 

Site-specific Science Value Chemical Composition Maps 

2) Site-specific Science Value Mineralogy Map (SSSVMM) 

Site-specific Science Value Mineralogy Maps 

3) Site-specific Science Value Geological Feature Map (SSSVGFM) 

Site-specific Science Value Geologic Feature Maps (MRD-114) 

4) Site-specific Science Value Temperature Map (SSSVTM) 

Site-specific Science Value Temperature Maps 

Data product descriptions for these 4 sub Science Value Maps are provided separately.  

 

We are required by the project to produce 3 series of integrated Science Value Maps; (1) Global, 

(2) up to 12 recon sites, and (3) up to 4 final candidate sites.   

 

*Level1.10: Resolve key mineralogical and organic features with spectral absorptions ≥5% to 

detect the following species: adsorbed water, phyllosilicates, carbonates, sulfates, silicates, 

oxides, and hydrocarbons, and determine mineral, organic, and phase abundances on the surface 

of Bennu, at a global spatial resolution of 50 m or better. 

 

**MRD-140 2.10.1: For ≥80% of the asteroid surface, map those spectral features listed in 

MRD-140 Table (Absorption Features of Key Mineralogical & Organic Molecules) with ≥ 5% 

absorption depth at ≤50 m spatial resolution).    

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/u113M4X/Sitespecific_Science_Value_Chemical_Composition_Maps.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/_190n734/Sitespecific_Science_Value_Mineralogy_Maps.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/1363o0/Sitespecific_Science_Value_Geologic_Feature_Maps_MRD114.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/m3U6i3Q/Sitespecific_Science_Value_Temperature_Maps.html


 

Data type (image, spectrum, data table, map format etc.) 

Map  

What does it measure at what scale 

The ISSSVM measures the scientific desirability of specific down-selected locations to be 

ranked as further candidate sites for sample collection in sub-cm scale. 

What MRD does this data product satisfy or contribute to satisfying? 

MRD-114  

What observations are required to provide the input data needed to make the data 

product? 

Photometrically corrected OCAMS images, photometrically corrected OVIRS and OTES data, 

photometrically corrected OTES data, corrected radio science data. 

When in the DRM are the observations that make the data product scheduled to be taken? 

As soon as the last input data product completed during the Orbital B Phase before the second 

downselection  up to 4 sites starts.  Same for the final sample site selection during Recon Phase. 

How long does it take to produce the data product? 

Once the input maps are available, it should take approximately 2 days to 2 weeks go produce 

the ISSSVM. 



Is this product used of sample site selection, science value, or long-term science? 

The ISSSVM is one of the 4 key maps to be used for sample site selection, and should be 

valuable for long term science.  

Data Product Structure and Organization  
What is the structure of the data product (e.g. FITS file with 4 extensions) 

FITS Map file  

How is the product organized (e.g. one data set per mission phase, one file per Earth Day, 

etc. ) 

We produce one ISSSVM for each sample candidate site (up 12 sites from Orbital B, up to 4 

sites from Recon). 

 

Data Format Descriptions  
Header information (metadata) included with data product. For example:  

Standard OSIRIS-REx format.  

 

Detailed Description of data format. For example:  

Standard OSIRIS-REx format.  

 

Data Product Generation  
How and by whom is the product generated? 

The effort to produce the IGSVM is led by Mission Sample Scientist, Harold C. Connolly Jr., 

and Sample Site Scientist, Keiko Nakamura-Messenger.   

What are the input products needed to produce the product? 

Site-specific Science Value Chemical Composition Map   

Site-specific Science Value Mineralogy Map   

Site-specific Science Value Geologic Feature Map   

Site-specific Science Value Temperature Map  

Are there format expectations for the input products?  

All input data should be co-registered map-projections, with the highest resolution maps 

degraded to the lowest resolution data set.  

What algorithms and/or calibration data is used to generate products? 



Figure below is a graphical representation of a weighted scoring system that directly feeds into 

the algorithms of each of the four Science Value Maps to produce a means of quantifying the 

ISSSVMs. Each element of the science value map will be given a ranked value with simple 

numbers of 0,1,2 or 3, and these numbers will be added up to calculate the overall percentage for 

the sub Science Value maps (L1, L2, L3, and L4 %). Then for the Integrated Science Value Map, 

each of the sub Science Value map will be weighed according to its priority: L1: 50% (The 

highest weight)  

L2: 25%  

L3: 20%  

L4: 5% (the lowest weight) Then each area will be shown with percentage scored from the 

following equation:  

Total Integrated Science Value Score (%) = (L1*0.50 + L2*0.25 +L3*0.20 +L4*0.05)*100      

The score (%) will be visualized at the end in color:  

GREEN 100% (highest science value) –CREAM  50 % (average) – RED 0% (lowest science 

value)  

 

Are there format expectations for the inputs?  

Does not apply.  



Has a specific Science Team Member been assigned to produce this product? 

Keiko Nakamura-Messenger, Harold C. Connolly  

Will multiple versions of the product be generated? 

No, only one version of the map will be generated for each candidate site. 

Data Product Validation  
How will the product be vetted to ensure contents and format are correct? 

By consensus within the Science Team.  

Data Flow  
A graphical flow diagram below represents conceptually representing the production of the 

ISSSVM. 

 

Update Data flow diagrams with more detailed based on current processing configuration. 

Describe the sources, destinations, and transfer procedures for data products.  

Standard OSIRIS-REX protocol.  

Standards used to generate data product 

Time (e.g. times are all converted to UTC) 

Standard OSIRIS-REx time. 

Coordinate System 

Standard OSIRIS-Rex coordinate system. 

Data Storage Conventions (i.e. byte order, compression, machine dependence) 

Standard OSIRIS-REx storage convention. 

 

 

 


